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Accuracy International was
formed in 1978 to design and
build tactical rifles. The original
design ethos combined two
factors into an unique package:

namely the incorporation of
performance enhancing features

learned in Olympic and international target
shooting onto a rifle platform exhibiting full
military ruggedness. The current designs faithfully
follow this original concept but also benefit from
twenty years of continuous improvement. These
improvements are not cosmetic but are driven
solely by the needs of users, highly trained
military and police units in over 50 countries
world-wide. Such units are exposed to ‘live’
tactical situations on a daily basis and in the 
most demanding environments where first shot
accuracy is critical.

The rifles are produced in a purpose built
20,000sq. ft. facility in the UK.  All components
are manufactured to Accuracy International
designs to ensure that they are optimised for the
function they must perform, something that cannot
be achieved with a ruggedised sporting weapon.
Products are produced under a management
system certified to BS EN ISO 9001.



Slings

Description Part No.

Standard Sling Green 0647
Combined carrying Black 3700
and single point shooting sling

Biathlon Sling 1861
Allows a rucksack style carrying
position for maximum comfort over
long distances

Threaded muzzle brake & 
muzzle brake thread protector

Description Part No.

Threaded Muzzle Brake 1937 
Replaces standard muzzle brake
and provides a mounting for the
iron foresight or a mirage band

Muzzle Brake Thread Protector 1127
Protects thread when the tactical
supressor is not fitted

Tactical suppressor

Description Part No.

Reduces muzzle flash, dust 1838
eruption and moderates sound
signature (Rifle must be fitted with
1937 Threaded Muzzle Brake)

Mirage band

Description Part No.

Reduces mirage produced 1415
by hot barrel. (Only available for
rifles with muzzle brakes)

Iron sights

Used as a backup in case of failure of the telescopic sight
(rifles must be fitted with muzzle brakes)

Description Calibre Mounting Part No.

Iron Foresight All Muzzle brake 1812

Disc Type Rearsight .308win/.338lap mag AI Dovetail 1115

Disc Type Rearsight .308win/.338lap mag MIL-STD 1913 Rail 3309

Disc Type Rearsight .300 win mag AI Dovetail 2093

Disc Type Rearsight .300 win mag MIL-STD 1913 Rail 4501

One piece sight mounts

Sight Tube Sight Line 
Dia. (mm) Mounting Angle (m.o.a.) Part No.

30 AI Dovetail            28 3051

30 AI Dovetail            0 4497

34 AI Dovetail            28 2970

34 MIL-STD 1913 Rail 28 3436

34 AI Dovetail            18 3027*

34 MIL-STD 1913 Rail        18 3435*

*These mounts are for use on .338 lap mag calibre rifles only.
All 34mm models can be converted to accommodate 30mm dia. sight tubes
using reduction rings

AI bipod

Description Part No.

Heavy duty bipod. 2485
Legs only extend when the catch 
is depressed to avoid accidental
noise. Quick fit/release spigot
mount allows rifle to loll and
traverse - ideal for use on uneven
ground and against moving targets. 
Weight 1.1lb (0.5kg)

Target butt pad

Description Part No.

Adjustable for height and 1044
angle to enable a customised 
fit to the user’s shoulder

Handstops

Description Part No.

Handstop 1032
Provides a repeatable fore end hand
position

Handstop with Sling Loop 0213 
As above but with loop for attaching
a target type sling

Handstop with Bipod Mount 2510
As above but with a mounting point
for an AI bipod in addition to the
sling loop

Maintenance kits

Description Part No.

Comprising: Cleaning Rod/
Rod Guide/Bronze Brush/Jag 
Universal Tool/Oil/Patches 

.243 win 3457

.308win/.300 winmag 0705

.338 lapmag 1940

Headspace gauges

Description Part No.

Headspace must be checked 
after a barrel change. 
These gauges check that the
chamber is within safety limits

.243 win/ GO gauge 0010 

.308 win NO GO gauge 0011

.300 winmag GO gauge 3395  
NO GO gauge 3399

.338 lapmag GO gauge 0050  
NO GO gauge 0051

Plastic transit case

Description Part No.

A plastic case with custom
foam interior 
Black (not available in USA) 4672

Green (USA only) 4443

Soft bags

Description Part No.

A top quality bag for stalking or
transit protection. Includes a 
removeable backpack harness and
outside pockets for magazines, 
sights and other accessories

UK DPM (all models) 3923

BLACK (all models) 3924

UK DPM (folded rifle) 4613

BLACK (folded rifle) 4614

Barrel change kit

Description Part No.

Allows replacement of 0903
barrel with simple workshop tools

Aluminium transit cases

Description Part No.

A lockable military 
case with custom interior

Green (all models) 4643

Black (all models) 4642

Green (folded rifle) 4111

Black (folded rifle) 4255

Magazines

Description Part No.

All steel bodies with rust resistant 
finish. Springs and risers are
removeable for cleaning

.308 (7.62) - 10 shot 0726

.300 winmag - 5 shot 0479

.338 lapmag - 5 shot 2468
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Bonded action

The high grade steel flat bottom
action is permanently bonded and
bolted to the full-length aluminium
chassis. This rigid construction
coupled with a full width machined-
in recoil lug totally eliminates
movement and ensures that zero
will be maintained in arduous
conditions. An integral dovetail rail
provides a stable base for the AI
one piece sight mount.

Full length
aluminium chassis

The stiffness of the chassis means
that any available surface can be
used to support the rifle with no
effect on accuracy. Its construction
means that it is impervious to
weather.

Folding chassis

This allows the stock to be folded
when travelling in vehicles or for
parachute insertions. The stock
locks in the folded position for
security and the avoidance of
noise. It is released by pulling
firmly on the butt. The wear
compensated hinge ensures total
rigidity in the extended position.
This option reduces overall length
by 8" (210mm) when folded and
adds 0.4lb (0.2kg).

Butt pad

Each rifle is fitted with a bolt on
pad together with a 0.4" (10mm)
and a 0.8" (20mm) spacer.
Additionally the rifle is supplied
with spare spacers of length 0.8"
(20mm) and 1.6" (40mm). These
can be fitted in any combination to
customise the stock length. Two
extra length screws are included to
secure the thicker pads. Further
adjustment is possible with the
target butt pad accessory.

Butt spike

The threaded extendable spike
enables the user to observe the
target area for an extended period
with minimal fatigue. It is not
designed as a shooting rest and
should be lifted clear of the ground
prior to firing. This will avoid
damage from recoil and is in
accordance with good shooting
practice.

Trigger assembly

The rifle is fitted with a two-stage
trigger, which allows a large sear
engagement to be maintained until
the user takes up the first stage.
This reduces the chance of an
accidental discharge if the rifle is
jolted when cocked. The trigger is
adjustable for pull weights of 
3.3-4.4lb (1.5-2.0kg). The trigger
assembly can be easily removed for
cleaning by undoing the two socket
head cap screws.

Safety mechanism

A three-position safety mechanism
is fitted to the rifle. The first (rear)
position blocks the firing pin and
locks the bolt in the closed
position. The second (mid) position
blocks the firing pin, but allows the
bolt to be operated so a live round
may be removed from the chamber
with the weapon in a safe
condition. The third (forward)
position allows the weapon to be
fired. The safety will only operate
when the bolt is cocked. 

Stocksides

Designed to provide a secure grip
and a repeatable shooting position
in all conditions, the aluminium
chassis is encased in two polymer
stocksides with an integral
cheekpiece. With sights at normal
height, this provides a solid position
for the user’s cheek. Stocksides are
impervious to all normal cleaners
and lubricants used in small arms
maintenance and are available in
black or green.

Adjustable
cheekpiece

The use of night vision equipment
or telescopic sights with large
objective lenses may require the
adjustment provided by the optional
adjustable cheekpiece

Bolt

The 0.75" (20mm) diameter cast
steel close fitting bolt combined
with vents and a gas shroud
minimises blowback in the event of
cartridge failure. The short throw
(60°) handle lies close to the
stockside just above the trigger to
minimise movement of the user’s
hand. The bolt can be field
stripped without tools for cleaning. 

Sling fixing points

5 off sling attachment points are
standard. Two are mounted on each
side of the weapon, so the rifle can
be carried flat against the back for
security  and comfort over rough
terrain and long distances. 
A front attachment point is
situated below the fore end and
can be used to anchor a target
style sling or be replaced by an
adapter for a Harris™ bipod.

Magazine

One detachable steel magazine is
included. See the table below for
specifications.

Weight

Optimised for comfortable carrying
whilst providing a stable shooting
platform, approximate typical rifle
weights with fixed stock, bipod and
empty magazine are shown in the
table below.

Maximum range

Actual maximum range depends on
ammunition and environmental and
operational conditions. Figures
shown are solely to aid barrel
selection.

Calibre Length Twist Flutes Grooves Muzzlebrake Part No.

.243win 24" 1 in 10 No 4 No 1006

.308win 20" 1 in 12 Yes 4 No 1479

.308win 24" 1 in 12 No 4 No 0779

.308win 26" 1 in 12 No 4 Yes 0719

.308 Supressed* 16" 1 in 9 N/A 4 No 2560

.300winmag 26" 1 in 11 Yes 4 Yes 3956

.338lapmag 27" 1 in 11 Yes 6 Yes 2534

*The Supressed unit consists of a 16" barrel housed in a suppressor of 28"
overall length. It is designed to shoot both subsonic and full power ammunition.

Capacity Style Part No.

10 Dual row 0726

10 Dual row 0726

10 Dual row 0726

10 Dual row 0726

10 Dual row 0726

5 Single row 0479

5 Single row 2468

Weight (see above) Overall length

14.5lb (6.6kg) 44" (1120mm)

13.5lb (6.1kg) 40" (1020mm)

14.5lb (6.6kg) 44" (1120mm)

14.0lb (6.4kg) 46" (1180mm)

16.0lb (7.3kg) 48.5" (1230mm)

14.3lb (6.5kg) 47" (1200mm)

15.1lb (6.9kg) 48.5 (1230mm)

Range (see above)

600yds (550m)       

600yds (550m)

700yds (600m)

1100yds (1000m)

200yds (180m)*  

1300yds (1200m)

1600yds (1500m)

*500yds (450m) with 
supersonic ammunition

1 Barrel

The AW sniper rifle can be 
supplied in a variety of standard
configurations. When making your
choice simply follow the checklist
on the left starting with the barrel 
calibre and length (.308 win 
barrels are available in four 
different configurations). 

Note: Barrels and actions are black.

For accessories see overleaf.
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MIL-STD 1913 rail

This option is permanently bonded
to the action providing a standard
interface for many optical systems.

Standard features          

Options

AW rifle Calibre:

Length:

Options Stock:    folding     fixed

Adjustable cheekpiece:      yes         no

Butt spike:       yes         no

Stockside colour:     black    green

Choose your weapon
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Accuracy

All rifles are shot before 
despatch and must achieve 

better than 1 m.o.a.



.308 win (20")

.338 lapmag (27")

.300 winmag (26")

.308 supressed (16")

.243 win (24")

.308 win (26")

.308 win (24")

Barrels

The match grade free floating 
barrel is screwed into the action
with a 1.5" (38mm) long thread.
This provides a rigid mount and
results in consistent cold shot
performance. A barrel can be
changed in approximately ten
minutes using the barrel change 
kit accessory.

1

1

Standard sling

Biathlon sling

Accessories

Hand stops

Headspace gauges

Iron sights

Magazines

Threaded muzzle 
brake and thread protector

AI bipod

Mirage band

Target butt pad

Aluminium transit case, plastic transit case (not shown) and soft bag

One piece sight mount Barrel change kit

Tactical suppressor Maintenance kit

AW
rifle systemThe world’s most effective 

tactical/sniper rifle system

As a professional you must have absolute trust in your weapon system. 
It enables you to do your job, saving the lives of those you are sent to
protect and, if the odds turn against you, saving your own.

With every component manufactured from corrosion resistant material 
or given a protective finish prior to assembly, an AW rifle will perform
reliably and consistently whether used for marine operations, in the
desert or the arctic.

A barrel can be replaced in minutes using the optional barrel change 
kit and maintenance can be completed in the field by an armouror
trained to normal levels. All major parts are interchangeable between
rifles of the same calibre. 

The AW rifle system: first choice of professional users in elite units
world-wide.



AW50
series

AE
series

Other tactical rifle systems from Accuracy International

Made to the same standards as our tactical rifles, the Accuracy
International AE Series is designed for law enforcement where
full military specification is of no benefit.

The AW50 (.50BMG) high accuracy rifle for the anti materiel role at
ranges out to 1600yds (1500m). Standard features include five shot
magazine, folding stock and fully adjustable third leg for target
observation over long periods.

Accuracy International
PO Box 81, Portsmouth, Hampshire UK

Tel. + 44 23 92 67 1225
Fax + 44 23 92 69 1852

Accuracy International North America
PO Box 1020, Orchard Park, NY 14127 USA

Tel. 716 983 1580
www.accuracyinternational.org

Accuracy International reserves the right 
to change specifications without notice.


